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In the judicial practices, civil law, administrative law and criminal law have 
many intersections(conflict) caused by the same legal fact. The problem is more acute 
among the disputation of property, and there is biggish difference in the judicial 
practices. Apart from the introduction and conclusion, In Part 1, we give a general 
outline of the problem of  “civil and administrative intersection”. From Part 2 to Part 
5, By analyzing the practical problem in the disputation on property, we put forward 
to the solution of the four problem caused by "civil and administrative intersection". 
Firstly, the civil rights must be prior considered if the disputation concern with the 
rights and interests of citizens. As the administrative rights would be unable to resolve 
the civil action essentially ,the civil action is an effective approach of resolving the 
rights and duties of litigant. Secondly, while there is only a "privilege" of the 
enforcement action without public legal enforcement actions, and the aim of public 
policy is ambiguous, the civil rights have priority in the problem arising from civil 
and administrative intersection And, administration has priority if the disputation 
arising from concern the public interest that is ordained by law Finally, from the 
perspective of the current procedure used in the court, we must determine the priority 
and the intersections in the civil and administration, and then, we can judge whether 
one case depends on the result of the others.Through analyzing and discussing of 
these practical cases, the whole legal system would tend to smooth by finding the 
value of independent lawsuit by the distinction between civil action and 
administrative action, finding the different nature of the state enforcement in public 
and private law, and classifying the distributions and interactions between the country 
enforcement and self-government, the role and function of civil administrative judge 
and legislators. 
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第一章  民行交叉问题概述 
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